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News & Views
August 2020

From the Dorset Mammal Group
Website: www.dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

I hope this finds all of you well, though the risks of 
Covid-19 virus remain, probably for a long time yet. In 
the meantime, we have to adapt to living as safely as 
we can, while doing our everyday business, to prevent 
a resurgence in this horrible microbe. The lock-down 
has affected our sense of freedom by trapping us in our 
domiciles, though there are many reports of wildlife 
doing rather well in the absence of human interference 
or intrusion. So as they say, it’s an ill wind which does no 
one any good.

By the time you read this we’ll all be familiar with 
wearing some sort of face covering to do our shopping or 
ride on a bus or train.  It also seems we will have to get 
used to it in some of the survey work we do, where close 
association with wild animals might cause a transfer of 
the virus to them. This could happen in handling of small 
mammals like rodents or bats. I believe that bat surveys 
which involve handling them have been suspended and 
the guidelines for dormouse surveys* feature use of 
gloves and masks as well as disinfectants and of course 
social distancing.

That mustelids can be affected by infected humans as 
has been demonstrated in Spain and Holland (Guardian 
17.7.20) where it is estimated a million mink have been 
culled on fur farms after some mink caught the disease 
from a worker. While the morality of breeding small 
mammals purely for their skins may be questionable, it 
seems it brings its own consequences in these unusual 
times.

So how does all that affect us? Well dormouse surveys 
will be more difficult to organise, but we are hoping to do 
some, if only on a small scale. Otters and water voles will 
require some sort of social distancing and possibly the 
use of face masks depending upon sizes of groups. The 
details are still being discussed.

In the light of continuing uncertain guidance about larger 
gatherings at indoor venues, we have reluctantly decided 
to postpone the conference until 22 May 2021.  The 
programme, speakers and venue remain the same.  

I have hedgehogs in my garden, which I am delighted to 
see and I feed and water them. Water is so important 
in this dry weather for all sorts of wild life. I use an 8” 
terracotta plant pot saucer as this is safe for most birds 
and mammals. Dehydration is one of the main problems 
in sick hedgehogs encountered by our hedgehog carers, 
who are doing a wonderful job.

Please keep safe, follow the guidelines issued by the 
government, but enjoy the increased freedom to at 
least get out and about and hopefully see some wildlife. 
Remember to send in your mammal records; it’s these 
which enable us to compile the atlas which will hopefully 
be available via the website in the coming months, 
thanks to a huge effort by Mike Lowing assisted by Colin 
Varndell and Steve Kourik.

*https://ptes.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/SARS-
CoV-2-DRA-for-dormice_Abbv.6.pdf

Angela Price Chair DMG

A View from the Chair

Dorset Mammal Group 
Members Page on Facebook

The DMG has changed its Facebook page so that anyone with an interest in mammals 
can join and post photos and videos of mammals, share experiences, ask questions or 
seek advice on mammal related matters. This site will also be used as a means for of us to 
advertise events to members and, hopefully, encourage others to join the DMG.

You can find us on Facebook, just search Dorset Mammal Group Members Page.

Steve Kourik

https://twitter.com/intent/follow?original_referer=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk%2F&screen_name=DorsetMammal&tw_p=followbutton&variant=2.0
https://twitter.com/intent/follow?original_referer=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk%2F&screen_name=DorsetMammal&tw_p=followbutton&variant=2.0
https://www.facebook.com/Dorset-Mammal-Group-466914263500079/
https://www.facebook.com/Dorset-Mammal-Group-466914263500079/
https://ptes.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/SARS-CoV-2-DRA-for-dormice_Abbv.6.pdf
https://ptes.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/SARS-CoV-2-DRA-for-dormice_Abbv.6.pdf
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Before writing the article for this issue, I looked back to 
see what I had written in the last two years of August 
Newsletters. I wasn’t surprised to see that I could 
resubmit the 2018 article verbatim and it would be just 
as relevant today although I was clearly trying hard to say 
something different in 2019.

For three years in a row hot, dry weather in Spring 
has proved to be catastrophic for badgers in the south 
west of England and this year has been the worst I can 
remember. I have never had so many enquiries about 
badgers in trouble or badgers behaving in unexpected 
ways.

Readers may know that in early Spring a badger’s main 
food source is the humble earthworm and in hot, dry 
conditions the worms go deep to find moisture and the 
badgers can’t reach them. With 50% of cubs emerging 
from underground for the first time in April and a further 
20% in May the lack of earth worms in those months 
leads to certain starvation for many. Older badgers are 
also extremely vulnerable at this time and so far this year 
we have only vaccinated one badger that we considered 
to be an older adult. 

Fortunately, some setts are near wet ground where 
worms are still available and here cubs do better. Also, 
when we realised just how serious the situation was 
becoming a colleague and I began taking food 
and water to our more vulnerable vaccination 
setts, however, there was no guarantee that 
all badgers would get a fair share of the 
supplementary food.

This latter point was brought home to me by 
two badgers that I vaccinated at different setts 
in July. Normally, we can feel the needle going 
into soft tissue but with these two (one adult 
and one cub) the needle immediately hit bone. 
Our training is to back off slightly and then 
to exercise the syringe but had I done that I 
would have pumped £47.50 of vaccine, for 
each badger, into thin air. 

I regret to say that one of these badgers was stabbed 
4 times before I was happy to release the vaccine. 
Fortunately, as I’ve mentioned before in Newsletters, 
badgers don’t seem to mind the needle; they just hate 
the hair clipping and stock spray.

The other message here is that these two badgers didn’t 
look any different from other, healthy 
badgers that I vaccinated but underneath 
the guard hair things were very different.

So, in many parts of south west England 
the annual replacement of badger 
numbers has been well below the norm 
for three years in succession. No-one 
knows how many badgers there are and 
yet the culls continue unabated. The only 
good news is that during “lock-down” 
far fewer badgers were killed on the 
roads although since the easing of lock-
down road-kill numbers have increased 
alarmingly.

Cattle Vaccine
Several people have commented on the recent news 
that trials are about to begin on a bTB vaccine and 
accompanying DIVA test (distinguish infected and 
vaccinated animals) for cattle. We knew the trial had 
gone out to tender but if recent newspaper articles are 
correct contracts have been awarded and the trials will 
soon begin.

This is, of course, very good news but, as ever with bTB 
matters, I’m not getting my hopes up too soon. Firstly, 
the trial will take at least 5 years and will have to prove 
successful. Then, the results will have to be accepted and 
adopted by Defra but, most importantly, vaccination and 
DIVA testing will have to be accepted by other countries 
which import UK beef and milk products. If those 
countries don’t accept vaccination and DIVA testing, 
nothing will change. And, in the meantime, the badger 
culls continue.

Badgers

Contd. . . Pg 3
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Badger – Rescue or Don’t Rescue
In April’s Newsletter I wrote about a badger under the 
title “Rescue or Don’t Rescue” and said that I would 
report further in this month’s edition. Well, regrettably, 
our badger didn’t make it.

Five days after our decision to leave it alone the badger 
collapsed in the garden and a vet was called. It turned 
out to be a very old female and the vet had no hesitation 
in putting her to sleep.

I’m confident that we made the right decision to leave 
her in peace and that she lived her final days in freedom. 
Nothing done would have been able to save her and I’m 
equally confident that the vet made the right decision to 
put her to sleep.

Ian Mortimer - Badger section

Contd from . . . Pg 4

Open Learn
There are a number of free online courses offered by 
the Open University via its Open Learn website. The 
subjects covered are very wide but the one which 
may be most attractive to members is Nature and 
Environment.

The courses give an estimate of how difficult they are 
and how long, in hours, you need to complete them, 
but they are free and give you a certificate at the 
end if you have enrolled with the site - this doesn’t 
commit you to anything else except challenging your 
mind with some new education. I’ve done quite 
a few of them and find them very interesting if at 
times challenging.

So have a go, you have nothing to lose but might 
learn something new and discover a new sense of 
achievement. The link is as follows:

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/free-courses/full-
catalogue

Angela Price

Quick Quiz

1. Which is Britain’s largest terrestrial mammal?

2. Which is Britain’s smallest terrestrial mammal?

3. How many species of bat are resident in the UK?

4. Which rodent has a prehensile tail?

5. Which is the largest British rodent?

6. What do hedgehogs and dormice have in common?

7. Which is the UK’s smallest carnivore?

8. Which is the smallest deer found in Dorset?

9. Which is the largest bat found in the UK?

10. Which is the larger: grey seal or common seal?

Answers on page 12.

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/free-courses/full-catalogue
https://www.open.edu/openlearn/free-courses/full-catalogue
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Blandford Forum HH Friendly Town
Well it’s been a really strange time during the Covid-19 
lock-down but the hogs have certainly enjoyed the 
absence of traffic and people during this time.  However 
with the easing of the lock-down with more people 
and traffic has meant more dead and injured hogs.  It’s 
been lovely to get some of the photos/video clips etc 
occasionally from the group and I know that some are 
still doing their bit to raise funds.

I hope I’m not repeating myself but on Sat 1st Feb we 
had our first Blandford Group meeting at Woodhouse 
Gardens Pavilion and it was good to meet all there and 
I was supported by Donna, Michelle and Susy.  Thanks 
to Mary had photocopied lots of Hedgehog Conference 
posters and Simone who had made lots of hedgehoggy 
things to sell to help support our cause.  We hope to 
have another in the autumn, Covid situation allowing.

The Blandford group is now quite large and I have been 
finding it hard to keep on top of things and sending 
a blanket email to the group recently I’ve had people 
respond who have offered to help out.  I now need to 
sort out who is happy to do what and hopefully find 
someone to do a newsletter each month/quarter, 
someone to monitor our hog deaths, and for extra help 
for erecting our ‘ghost hedgehog’ and hog warning signs 
in the future.  I am reassured with the offers that have 
come forward so a big thank you to all of them.

At the beginning of March Michelle and put up eight of 
the triangular warning signs for hogs around our area, I 
then later put up the remaining two.  We now have six 
more on order and just need to decide where best to put 
them.

I have found it great getting to know the other local DMG 
HH co-ordinators in my area, Pimperne (Jo), Charlton 
Marshall (Donna) and Spetisbury (Sue C), we do our best 
to support one another. 

I was contacted by Jo in March about an overwintered 
juvenile that now needed a safe release site.  I knew of 
someone within our group and after contacting them Jo 
and I went along and saw the hog placed into a snug nest 
box, happy days!

Sue C had spoken to me about her wildlife meadow at 
Okeford Fitzpaine and whether it might be a safe release 
site for hogs.  I went along and checked and found it to 
be a fantastic site with plenty of natural food and shelter.  
Sue and Nick set to work to provide some man-made 
nest boxes and feeding stations.   I spoke to Tracy and Jim 
of Hamworthy Hedgehogs, sending photos of the area, 
and they were keen to release some of their autumn 
juveniles there.  On 25th April we released 3 females and 
3 males and one small female, Ivy, immediately came out 
of the nest box and started exploring going under a wire 
fence into the field next door and started self-anointing.  
On 9th May we released another 4 females and 2 males.  
We have since been monitoring activity with two camera 
traps and have some amazing clips - the hogs seem to be 
very happy there.

In July I was contacted by Donna (CM) who had heard 
from a family very close to me who had a very small hog 
that had been in their garden all day but hadn’t taken any 
of the water they had offered it.  I spoke to Tracy and Jim 
(Hamworthy Hedgehog Rescue) and went and collected 
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the hog.  After wrapping it in an old towel and into a box, 
I then drove to Hamworthy and placed into the care of 
Tracy and Jim.  The little female we believed to be 5-6 
weeks old was severely dehydrated.  Jim administered 
fluids and removed some small ticks and I had the 
wonderful experience of her falling asleep in my hands 
- lovely.  The hog, Scrappy, has responded to treatment 
and is now doing well.  I was able to follow up with the 
family and advise on the importance of availability of 
water in our gardens and asked them to share their 
experience with their neighbours.

Contd from . . . Pg 5 In Blandford there has been an ongoing discussion on the 
demolition and proposed development of the Nordon 
site.   I was contacted by some of the Blandford group 
who live in Holland Way and back onto this site.  Since 
October I’d had a camera trap at the back of my friend’s 
place and they have been getting some fantastic clips of 
hogs and more recently lots of mating behaviour.  What 
is important to understand is that there is an area of 
no-man’s land that separates the Nordon site from the 
bungalows in Holland Way which is a fantastic wildlife 
corridor with a beautiful yew hedge however it was 
thought that this had been ‘taken’ by the developers 

and future building would go 
right up to the boundaries of the 
existing bungalows and would 
destroy this fantastic ‘Hedgehog 
Highway’.  I contacted Susy and 
Michelle about this and Susy 
contacted the NET team.  It now 
transpires that the official plan 
states that the hedge remains 
as does the wildlife corridor and 
that there is a proviso on the 
new build to provide boxes for 
bats, sparrow and swift boxes 
and holes to be provided in any 
fences/boundaries to allow the 
hedgehog population there to 
continue to roam.  A big thank 
you to Michelle for her expertise 
and support in this area.

Denise Montague

Ghost Hedgehogs
On 30th July seven of the hedgehog co-ordinators met 
at The Happy Return, Netherbury for a socially distanced 
painting session. We were painting ghost hedgehog 
signs. These are white cut outs of hedgehogs screwed 
to a low post. They will represent hedgehog deaths on 
a certain stretch of road. The idea originally came from 
our Pimperne co-ordinator where they had twenty-one 
hedgehog road deaths last year. Derek, 
our Swanage hedgehog co-ordinator, then 
offered to cut out these hedgehogs ready 
for us to paint. We have cut the posts; 
the next job is to screw the hedgehog to 
its post. We are planning to erect these 
hedgehog signs to coincide with the 
hedgehog conference, just for a couple 
of weeks. We are hoping that the signs 
will be an eye catching way of making 
a point and we are sure that the media 
will be interested in following up the 
project, thereby spreading the word about 
hedgehogs and their plight. Sadly, when 
a hedgehog senses danger, it doesn’t run 
away but curls up into a ball, hence it does 
this when hearing traffic approaching.

Many of our hedgehog friendly villages have also put up 
slow down hedgehog signs which we had specially made. 
The villages that have requested these signs include 
Dorchester, Blandford, Portesham, Spetisbury, Charlton 
Marshall, Bere Regis, Portland , Pimperne , Hinton St 
Mary, Hazelbury Bryan and West Milton. 

Susy Varndell - Hedgehog Section
©
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Hedgehogs in 
Portesham 
Sarah Shah and Graham 
Whitby are the new 
Hedgehog co-co-ordinators 
for the village of Portesham 
in West Dorset. Here Sarah 
talks about her experience of 
setting up the group in the 
village. 

I first encountered our initial 
lot of hedgehogs one August 
evening in 2018. We had just 
come home from waving off 
visiting friends and my son 
and I decided to head into 
the back garden with the 
cat for a bit of a breather. It was of course the cat 
that spotted the first one. He was nosing around 
in a bush when suddenly he pulled back, sharply.  
We shone a torch and low and behold there was 
an adult hedgehog, but that was just the tip of the 
iceberg; we soon discovered that our garden was 
full of them, four babies and two adults in total. 
Of course we were delighted that these lovely 
creatures had decided to make their home in our 
garden, the pond we had created a year previously 
and a huge mound of old garden cuttings we’d left 
to rot must have drawn them in. From that day 
on we were out every evening watching our new 
friends potter about; they loved climbing the garden 
cuttings, eating slugs and slipping through a hole 
in the fence for more adventures next door.  Soon, 
we were telling anyone who’d listen about our 
Hedgehog family and we discovered that we weren’t 
the only ones who had these night time visitors in 
Portesham. After talking to neighbour and wildlife 
enthusiast Graham Whitby, we got in contact 
with Susy at the Dorset Mammal Group about the 
process of learning how Portesham could become a 
Hedgehog friendly village. 

One cold October night, Susy and Colin came over 
to the village hall and gave an illuminating talk to 
a packed room. We also entered all the hedgehog 
sightings on a map of the village. This was really 
revealing. We could see clusters of hedgehogs and 
it soon became clear that we had a rather healthy 
population and a lot of villagers who were really up 
for keeping it that way. 

After another meeting in February this year, 
Portesham was declared a hedgehog friendly village 
and since then the group have been staying in touch 
and Graham and I have written two articles for the 
local Chesil magazine. As spring came and Covid 
struck, more of the villagers stayed at home. One 
positive thing to come out of that was that I soon 
got word of several sightings of new hedgehog 
families.  Sadly we’ve also had our road casualties 
too but we are working on solutions for that. We 
are also encouraging the village to dig hedgehog 
highways in their gardens.   

We can’t meet as a group just yet, due to Covid 
- I had grand ideas of hedgehog nights down the 
pub that have been put on hold, but we do all 
stay in touch. Over the course of week we rescued 
three hoglets that had got into trouble and 
were wandering around the village looking very 
dehydrated during the day. As soon as I saw the first 
one I knew that he was in distress because Colin 
had told us at our first meeting that a hedgehog 
wandering around during the day isn’t a good sign.  
I have learnt so much from becoming a hedgehog 
co-co-ordinator. I have made new friends in a village 
I have lived in for 14 years. It has been one of the 
best things I have ever done as it is so rewarding. I’m 
out every night watching our rescued hoglets thrive 
in our garden.  I would encourage all villages to sign 
up. 

Sarah Shar - DMG Hedgehog Friendly Portesham 

©
 Colin Varndell
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It’s been a strange few months so far, but our 
wildlife appears to be relishing it which is a good 
sign. For myself it’s been a busy few months getting 
used to my new role as the Shaftesbury beat officer, 
as well as being side- tracked to cover COVID related 
policing in Bournemouth and Weymouth.

As you are all too aware, guidelines and policies 
are constantly changing making our job sometimes 
quite tricky. The role of a WCO is a role I do 
alongside my core work as do other officers in the 
county, I’m currently working on a complicated case 
that I hope to broach on in the next newsletter. 
In this edition I’ll mention a job I helped our Rural 
Crime Team out with and a matter which although 
not a crime does give me an opportune to mention 
how a WCO works.

I’ll start with helping our RCT; this was the arrest 
of a male on finding several stolen vehicles at his 
address, mainly farm related machinery – I had previous 
knowledge of this location having visited a few years 
before. At the address I located an un-ringed Goldfinch, 
(wild) in an aviary together with a canary. Now tradition 
amongst some communities means finches both fetch a 
high price on the black market but also show kudos; once 
they interbreed with canaries the offspring can be sold 
on and have further value. These mixes are known as 
mules. After interviewing the male regards how he came 
to have this bird, it was freed, the stolen items recovered 
and the male taken to custody.

So what happens when you call us regards a wildlife 
crime or incident, well hopefully you’ll know that if the 
crime is in progress, call 999. If it’s not happening at the 
time or you believe it’s not urgent, you can call 101 or go 

Free as a . . . .

through the Dorset police website. It then gets assigned. 
If it’s happening at the time, ie you witness poachers, 
then likely a response unit will go. Any advice around 
legalisation can be found internally or the control room 
may look to see if a WCO is on duty and inform them 
of the job. If its not an urgent job then it may well just 
be assigned to the nearest on duty WCO. There’s about 
a dozen of us dotted about – so someone will pick it 
up and then likely deal initially by phone or using our 
knowledge and contacts to pass on to another agency, 
if appropriate. I would urge anyone not to call another 
agency initially as their response may be slower or they 
may refer you to us, and bearing in mind it could be a 
crime, we are – well – the police! 

PC Rob Hammond
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Mammal Recording
Those of you who read the DMG newsletter 
will know that I do keep on about the 
importance of members submitting their 
sightings of mammals. These sightings are 
most likely to be chance encounters or 
observations such as road casualties, what the 
cat brought home or what ran across the road 
or path in front of you. Other records come 
from those mammals that have been caught 
on camera traps or from studies of particular 
species from endeavours such as the twice-
yearly otter surveys or dormouse nestbox 
checks (done by people licensed to handle 
these small mammals).

The easiest way for you to submit your 
sightings is via the link on the Dorset Mammal 
Group Website: on the first page click on Menu 
then on Mammal Recording Form then on:

http://www.brc.ac.uk/irecord/enter-dorset-
mammal-records?external=t

There are several boxes in which you enter the 
details but remember the simple rule:

What/Where/When.

If you need any help or advice on mammal 
recording or identification please contact me 
on: records@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Steve Kourik

http://www.brc.ac.uk/irecord/enter-dorset-mammal-records?external=t
http://www.brc.ac.uk/irecord/enter-dorset-mammal-records?external=t
mailto:records%40dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk%0D?subject=Mammal%20Recording
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Barn owl boxes
Since 2018 20 barn owl boxes have been installed 
in trees and barns in suitable locations on 11 of 
Dorset Council farms in North Dorset. This is part of a 
partnership project with NET and DC Assets and Property 
team. 25% of DC farms have an owl box

Barn Owls are becoming less common because of loss 
of natural roost and nesting sites in buildings and trees, 
a lack of food availability, changes in farming practices, 
road mortality and increased use of rat poison.

We checked the boxes at the end of June with help from 
volunteer bird ringers with British Trust for Ornithology 
(BTO), to see if there were any chicks or evidence of owls 
nesting or roosting.

We were pleased to find that four of the farms had 
chicks in boxes in trees. There were six chicks in total. 
Two of the boxes with chicks had the parent birds in the 
box at the time. Three of the boxes each had an adult 
roosting them.  

DC tenant farmers and their families were delighted to 
have barn owls nesting on their land and are keen to 
continue managing their land to support them and their 
young in years to come.

As a Schedule 1 species, barn owls have the basic level 
of protection for wild birds under the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act, and additional protection against 
disturbance whilst in or near their nest containing eggs 
or young.

Boxes were checked and the chicks and adults were 
ringed under a BTO ringing and disturbance license. The 

information gathered 
from ringing means we 
can understand more 
about their survival, 
productivity and 
movement.

Troughs floats, made by 
Dorset Wildlife Trust’s 
Kingcombe volunteers, 
have been installed on 
the farms to prevent 
owls from drowning 
when visiting troughs 
to bath or drink.

We are delighted that 
the boxes have been a success and we are planning to 
install more boxes on more of the Dorset Council farms 
over the next few years.

Special thanks to DC tenant farmers, DWT Kingcombe 
volunteers for making some of the indoor barn owl boxes 
and trough floats, Jason Fathers at Wildlife Windows for 
making and installing boxes in barns and trees and Alan 
Masterton and his colleague Shane who are volunteer 
bird ringers and Schedule 1 license holders for the 
monitoring visits.

Nikki Taylor - Nature Conservation Officer 
Natural Environment Team

Send us your wildlife stories!
As a DMG member, please feel free to contribute articles, 
anecdotes, photographs, sightings, records, queries or 
anything else mammal/wildlife orientated to the newsletter. 

Until now, we have relied heavily upon DMG committee 
members to produce the bulk of content for each issue, 
but it would be more inclusive if members became active 
correspondents too. 

If you have anything you think might be of interest to 
members for any future issues, or if you have queries 
concerning guidelines for contributions, make contact by 
email to colin_varndell@hotmail.com. 

Ed.

©
 Colin Varndell
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Woodwork for Wildlife
In the last newsletter I explained why I only had 4 days 
in which to collect wood from the woodstore without 
disturbing the bats. Subsequently, I did slip quietly into 
the store after the greater horseshoe had returned, post-
hibernation, but it was a mistake. I checked the ceiling for 
bats and, none to be seen, bent down to pick up some 
wood. As I straightened there were 7  flapping around so 
I quickly departed.

However, having previously rescued some wood I 
thought I would front up and show you what I achieved 
for wildlife during lock-down.

This was a wooden bread bin with a broken door (never 
throw away wood). I fixed the door, drilled the 2 sparrow-
sized holes (32mm), added a partition inside and drilled 
the two holes for the golf tees to hold the door closed. 
I might add a mouth this winter. Great tits immediately 
moved into the right-hand side. No sparrows.

There were just 3 sides remaining of what had once been 
a box. I added a back and a pitched roof which I then 
covered with bark from a fir tree. I have bamboo growing 
in the garden so the nesting tubes were easy. It was 5 
years before the leaf-cutter bees utilized my last solitary 
bee house and it fell apart after 6. I’m hoping this one 
does better.

This was a cutlery tray (never throw away wood). Each 
compartment has its own access, either pre-existing 
or drilled. I added a plastic cover, so I could check the 
inhabitants with minimum disturbance, and then a 
removable door. It is now strapped to a spruce tree 
because I want to see what insects, especially ladybirds, 
might be attracted to that particular species tree.

You may have seen a picture of these in previous 
newsletters but here is a before and after. My ghost signs 
were made from discarded place mats (discarded but 
not thrown away!). I am pleased to say that they are very 
effective in car headlights.

Sparrow Semi

Solitary Bee House

Insect House

Ghost HH - Before and After

Contd. . . Pg 11
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Hedgehog Feeding Station
Many readers will recognise an old bee-hive lid. It did 
need a bit of reinforcement and then the addition of 
a 5”x 5” tunnel to keep out the riff raff, but there are 
problems.  

There is a skinny, mostly-white cat that can get in and 
hoover up the hedgehog food. So, I then added a 4.5” 
diameter hole inside the tunnel, but that hasn’t worked 
either! My next plan is another 4.5” hole at right angles 
to the first in the expectation that “skinny” won’t be able 
to make the tight turn. I live in hope! But hedgehogs have 
used the feeder so it’s not a total failure.

Contd from . . . Pg 10

Hedgehog House

Feeding Station

Hedgehog House (last year’s effort)

This was made from a couple of old drawers screwed 
together back to back. I cut a 5” square hole in one 
drawer as a hedgehog entrance and a 5” square hole 
between the two so a hedgehog could move into the 
second drawer. I then added a hinged lid and built a 
separate pitched roof. I had some old slates so I added 
these to the pitched roof. I’m pleased to say I have seen 
a hedgehog going into the house and clear signs of 
occupancy in the second drawer. In addition, slow worms 
love the attic between the hinged lid and the pitched 
roof.

Next Project
I’m now working on 3 pieces of hollow log which I plan to 
turn into one bird house and 2 dormouse tubes, but then 
I need more wood. I’m always amazed, on my occasional 
visits to the tip, at the wood that some people through 
away. So much could be made from the wood that some 
people discard! 

Ian Mortimer

Be aware!
Hedgehogs are important
There ain’t many left
They get hurt and if no one finds them
They’ll die and we’ll be bereft.
Gardeners watch out
There might be a hedgehog about
So check your lawns and borders
Before you get your strimmer out.
If your hog is not walking properly
Or out in the daytime
Call a vet or a hedgehog rescue
You might just be in time.

By Will Veale

How To Save A Hedgehog
Our prickly friends are in danger
They need us all to care,
To watch out for their safety
 and to be aware.
Strimmers can be deadly
When they’re hiding in long grass.
We should let them know we’re there,
 so they can safely pass.
Be careful with your garden forks
When you’re digging in the heap
So they don’t get impaled
 while they’re fast asleep.
Be sure to cover up your drains,
They are a deadly trap.
If a hedgehog falls in there
 it’s hard to get it back.
Slug pellets are a toxic treat
That hedgehogs really must not eat.
If a slug has eaten some
And a hedgehog munches one
 ... then it will eat the poison too
 ... these might be things you never knew.

By the Thursday Group at Core Creative Education 
basedat Limemead Farm and Halstock Hedgehog Rescue

© Colin Varndell

All photos in this article © Ian Mortimer
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What the cat brought in

©
 Katie Sugg

Patch our black and white cat often brings us surprise 
gifts of mice and birds (although she doesn’t hunt as 
much now that she is getting older). We have been 
laden with ‘gifts’: voles, mice, birds and once even a 
squirrel.

Patch had had a break from hunting, before she 
brought us her latest find from the garden.

Wood Mouse One

Wood Mouse Two

Everyone home was running around in disarray; trying 
to catch Patch and release the mouse whilst praying it 
was still alive. And thank goodness it was. We believe 
it to be a wood mouse (also known as a field mouse) 
It was only young, presumably she had found a nest. 
The fact that Patch had found a nest was confirmed 
the next day when she brought in another practically 
identical mouse; luckily this one was also fine. In one 
survey it was calculated that Britain’s cats kill 80 million 
mice on average every year. At least we managed to 
rescue these two and they were both released in the 
long grass by our pond.

Species: Wood mouse / Field mouse
Size: Up to 10.5 cm in length 
Habitat: Just about anywhere it can find 

food and water.
Diet: Seeds, berries and invertebrates
Lifespan: Average of 18 months
Other facts: Nocturnal

  
Katie Sugg - Junior Member

It is great to see the enthusiasm of 
Katie, providing us with regular 

wildlife stories from her garden. 
We would like to see more of 

this from members please. 
Ed

Polecats
I was driving along the lane past the house on my way 
to pick up fish and chips from the pub about 7pm.  
Suddenly this “creature” moved fairly swiftly across 
the road. It sort of flowed as it was not one but several 
creatures. At the other side of the road it paused and 
looked up at me. I realised it was a mother and babies 
/kits. Dark fur, lovely 
face with white tops 
of her ears and on the 
face around the eyes 
and chin. They were 
crossing where the 
stream goes.  Was this 
a Polecat family? 

II saw them on the East Chaldon Road, actually it is 
more of a lane, between our house and just before 
the village of East Chaldon. They were crossing from a 
marshy area to the river Win — which is a low flowing 
stream here. The area used to have a footpath down 
to the stream but it is very overgrown now hardly ever 

used. I think I might 
put some wellies on 
and go and see what I 
can find.

Liz Draisey

© Colin Varndell

©
 Katie Sugg
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A Tale of Two Ponds 
(not a mammal story)

We have two small ponds, his and hers, but for some 
reason I am responsible for the maintenance of both. 
More reasonably, they are also known as east pond 
and west pond or, alternatively, upper pond and lower 
pond.

Upper pond has toads, smooth newts, southern hawker 
dragonfly and occasional grass snakes but never toad 
spawn, frogs or broad bodied chasers. 

Lower pond has frogs, smooth newts, broad bodied 
chasers and great diving beetles but never frog spawn, 
toads or southern hawkers.

So, apart from the smooth newts, the ponds have 
totally different fauna although both have non-

resident visitors 
including beautiful 

demoiselles, 
four-spotted 
chasers 
and keeled 
skimmers.

The ponds are approximately 50 metres apart, in much 
the same habitat and with the same plant life, except 
that upper pond has duck weed whilst lower pond has 
blanket weed, so why the different fauna? I have no 
idea.

I have tried barley straw to remove the two types 
of weed but that hasn’t worked. This year I tried a 
mineral powder that is safe for use with all wildlife 
and vegetation but that didn’t work either; in fact, the 
blanket weed thought I was feeding it and increased 
four-fold in two weeks.

I now take out the blanket weed with a lawn rake 
and then do a finger-tip search to ensure that I don’t 
discard any newts, nymphs or water snails, all of which 
regularly become totally entangled.

So, help. If anybody has a proven method for removing 
duck weed and blanket weed, and if anyone can explain 
why my two ponds have such different flora despite 
being so close, I would love to hear it.

Ian Mortimer

Four-spotted Chaser
© Colin Varndell

Quick quiz answers

1. Red deer

2. Pygmy shrew

3. 17

4. Harvest mouse

5. Beaver

6. They both hibernate

7. Weasel

8. Muntjac

9. Greater mouse-eared bat

10. Grey seal Steve Kourik
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Dorset Mammal Group
Chairperson: Angela Price 0793 273 0402  Secretary: Vacancy

Website: https://dorsetmammalgroup.wordpress.com/

Dorset Mammal Group Committee 2019/20
Chairperson Angela Price chair@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Treasurer Mel Elliott treasurer@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Secretary Vacancy secretary@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Membership Mel Elliott membership@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Events Susy Varndell events@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Badger Section Leader Ian Mortimer badgers@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Otter Section Leader Ken Hutchinson otters@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Hedgehog Section Leader Susy Varndell hedgehogs@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Social Media & Website Leader Rachel Moors media@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Mammal Recorder Steve Kourik records@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Dormouse Section Leader Angela Price chair@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Dorset Mammal Atlas Leader Angela Price

Without Portfolio Jo Morland

As the Dorset Mammal Group enters a new and exciting phase as a 
Registered Charity (subject to the vote of the membership) we are 
looking for an enthusiastic and organised person to join the committee as 
secretary.  Could you be that person?

The role provides important continuity for the charity but is not onerous.  

Tasks include:

•	 Take and type up minutes for Committee meetings (6 per year)
•	 Draft agendas in consultation with the Committee
•	 Circulate meeting papers to the Committee 
•	 Book meeting venues
•	 Prepare and circulate papers for the AGM 
•	 Take minutes/record attendance at the AGM
•	 Deal with DMG’s insurance policy
•	 Receive general enquiries via the website and respond/forward to 

the appropriate trustee as required

We’d love to hear from you if you are interested in joining the Committee 
and taking on this central role.  

Contact: 
     Angela Price, Chairperson at chair@dorsetmammalgroup.org.uk

Could YOU be DMG’s 
next Secretary?

December Issue deadline November 21st.
Send text as Word.doc
Send photos as JPEG separately, not embedded in text

https://dorsetmammalgroup.wordpress.com/
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